
Waitin` For the Spacetrain

I´m waitin´ for the spacetrain

My sister called it so

I can hear it howlin´ in the night

Makin´ it´s way with a flickerin´ light

Every train is a spacetrain

Every train is my home

Right on right on keep on rollin´

Right on right on keep on howlin´

And sing the same old song of pain

I hang my head out of the window

Catch my tears while I´m startin´ to cry

And I can feel the bitin´ wind blow

But all I can do is just say good bye

Every train is a spacetrain

Every train is my home

Right on, right on keep on rollin´

Right on, right on keep on howlin´

And sing the same old song of pain

One station here, one station there

I cannot stop it everywhere

My way is long, my way is strong

So I start dreaming for a song

Every train is a spacetrain

Every train is my home

Right on right on keep on rollin´

Right on right on keep on howlin´

And sing the same old song of gain
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My Sister

My sister she takes the moment

with sadness and love as well

My sister please take the moment

with happiness and love as well

Cause the lion was born for the desert

and the fish was born for the sea

All the birds were born for the sky

and the roots give power to the tree

My sister I take the moment

with sadness and love as well

Cause sadness is my passion

and love`s my lonely hell

No reason here to be lucky,

no reason here to be glad

No shooting star on my night sky

and the ball and chain makes me sad
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Bird Of Paradise

There`s a lantern shining through my window so bright

Cannot sleep listening how the wind blows I ́m so tired

Maybe I buy me a pistol tomorrow and swear I kill this light

Maybe I go to the bar next corner and meet the bird of paradise

Only your silvern hair can bring me down

It makes me sleeping sweet all night long

All night long

There`s a lantern shining through my window so bright

Cannot sleep listening how the wind blows I ́m so tired

Have you ever met the bird of paradise?

Can see him all night long laughing in your eyes

Can hear him singing in your voice

Don`t look in the mirror - the mirror always lies

Don`t look in the mirror - the mirror always lies

Always lies

There`s a lantern shining through my window so bright

Cannot sleep listening how the wind blows I ́m so tired
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